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Updates
Updates from the 

Dean (5 mins)

Dean - The Fashion Business School has been 

fully launched. Postgraduate courses are now in 

the curriculum areas. Business of Fashion rated 

LCF up with CSM as world leaders. Rob Lakin 

(Creative Director) will be helping students 

working with industry. Most UG courses now 

have a accreditations. Some PG courses like 

Psychology do also. We are working on the 

others. We have been made a centre of 

excellence in a number of areas. Good results in 

the NSS. 81% over the school. 

Positive
Sharing positive 

experiences
Reps

BA Fashion Business - Changes to when the 

units are taught have been great. Guest speakers 

are brilliant and we get to have design sessions 

with externals. Quantitative lessons have been 

much better too. 

Buying and Merch - Lots of diversity on our 

course; different backgrounds and nationalities. It 

was scary at first but we all work together really 

well so the collaboration is great.

Dean - This Is great to hear. We are also 

starting to form an UG Fashion Psychology 

course which we think will be very popular.

Course

More fashion 

modules in the 

course. 

MSc Applied 

Psychology in 

Fashion 

Rep - Ideally we would like the course to have a 

more applied fashion element.

Dean - It won’t always be about fashion as you 

ned to get the key psychology areas first. 

However, I have asked them to have a look at 

it. We might give an update on how this will 

change next time.

Dean to update on possible 

changes to the Psychology 

course in future meetings.

A series of lectures, guest speakers 

inputted into the Fashion Psychology 

course during the spring and summer 

terms and feedback from students at 

Programme Committee (May 16) and at 

Continuous Monitoring ( July 16) would 

indicate that students on these course 

were now very satisfied as to the quality 

and focus of the fashion related content.

Have more guest 

speakers for 

lectures

Rep - We would like workshops run by the 

Chartered Management Institute. 

Dean - I have spoken to Dan Henderson. CMI 

will be coming in and running some 

workshops soon. 

Providing 

opportunities for 

self-development 

to students 

Rep - What about student self development? 

What can we be doing to improve ourselves 

outside of the curriculum?

Dean - There are lots of placements and 

internships are available. Entrepreneurial 

society is getting started. We are very aware 

of this as around 80% of students are 

interested in self-employment. We will be 

introducing the student contact for group work 

to make sure groups work fairly. 

Opportunities
BA Fashion 

Business
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Opening Hours – 

Extended hours

BA Fashion 

Marketing

Rep - It would be really great if the library could 

be open longer. We don't always want to work at 

home.

Dean - The University are taking this very 

seriously and there will probably be some 

changes to the opening times soon. JPS likely 

to have extended weekend access.

Potential expansion 

for library in JPS

PG Cert: 

Buying and 

Merchandising

Rep - The library is far too small. There isn't 

enough space for us to use it in the time we are 

given.

Dean - Learning Resources Manager has told 

us that there isn't much we can do at this 

point; it can't be made bigger. This is why we 

are moving sites in a few years.

Open access 

rooms for study

BA Fashion 

Business

Rep - The rooms in JPS are locked with a code 

and are often empty. Why can't these rooms be 

unlocked during the day as a spill over area from 

the library. It makes no sense for them to be shut 

off.

Dean - You are right, the rooms should be 

open and they are in HH. Curtain Road and 

Mare street have new student space so this 

building is lacking in work space.

Dean to see if rooms at JPS 

can be made more open 

access.

MA Study Space - 

HH

Fashion 

Business - 

Integrated 

Masters

Rep - The MA Room in HH305 is always used for 

classes when we are in the building. Seems like 

we can never use it.

Dean - There should not be any teaching in 

that room. This should be your space so let 

me know if this persists. 

Slow and old 

computers
Various Rep - The computers in JPS are very slow. 

Dean - There is a renewal project where they 

get replaced in cycles of around 5 years. The 

old Wi-Fi system was poor. There is a new Wi-

Fi system. 

Wireless printing Various

Rep - Why is do we not have wireless printing? It 

seems ridiculous that most students have laptops 

and yet we have to log on to stationary pcs to 

print.

Dean - The old Wi-Fi system was very poor. 

There is a new Wi-Fi system now which might 

allow for this in the future.

Software access 

from home

BA Fashion 

Business

Reps - Are there are any updates about whether 

we will get personal access to creative 

cloud/SPS. We can't afford to pay for it ourselves.

Dean - We are not sure at this point. We are 

trying to look at SPSS. It is a really important 

tool. SU - IT are trying to push Adobe for a 

deal. 

Registration
Card touch 

registering

BA Fashion 

Marketing

Reps- We should have a registering system that 

uses our ID cards in class. This could also solve 

the issue with open access to rooms.

Dean - There is a trial at LCC. We will see 

how this goes.

HH SU Café Various

Holborn Cafe is improving. There's is more hot 

food and choice but this could still get better. We 

really need more microwaves.

SU - We will pass this on. SU to pass onto to HH Café.

Limited and 

unhealthy

BA Fashion 

Marketing

Reps - JPS canteen options are limited and 

unhealthy. We would use the salad bar more but 

its not very appealing. Fruit pots would be ideal. 

Rep - No one cleans up after themselves.

Dean - We can pass on this information to the 

Retail and Catering team.

Dean and SU to pass on to 

Retail and Catering team.

Canteen

Library

IT

Space


